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Abstract 

The Marxism is named after it founder, the German 

born philosopher, economist and sociologist, Karl 

Mark (1818-83). As a theory, Marxism begins from 

the simple observation that human survival depends 

on the production of food and material object. In 

this production process people enter into social 

relationship with each other. Together, the forces of 

production and the social relationship that 

characterize them from the economic basis of 

society, which the Marxist refer to as the 

infrastructure. An economic infrastructure that 

underlies all human activity. He (Karl Marx) 

further note that all law, customs, religion, political 

and familial relation result from an economic base. 

Therefore, man is not the maker of his economic 

system, but rather is made by it. Muhammad 

Umar’s novel ‘Amina’ is considered by critics to be 

representative of Marxist overtones comprising 

references to literary and political works also 

closely associated with Marxist thought on the 

conception of an equitable society. Also it showcase 

how less privileged were exploited. 

 

 

Introduction  

Etymologically the term literature emanate from classical Latin litera or literra, 

which became established quite recently. Only in 18th century was it first 

commonly used supplanting the term ‘poetry’ and ‘poetic art’ which today 
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designate literary work in verse. Abrahams (1950) added that is the work of art 

that bring the internal to external as a result of the creative process operating 

under the impulse of feeling and embodying and combined product of the artist 

perception, thought and feeling as postulated by Balarabe, (2012).   

Ahmad et al (2003) opine that literature as a study that concern itself with 

representation of the whole range of human life and activities in prose, poetry 

and dramatic form. This definition is reminiscent of Aristotle’s submission. It 

means that literature takes a closer look at all ramification of human life (Taiwo, 

2009). In a simple and precise definition Muhammad (1999), looks at literature 

as a man artistic expression through his linguistics medium. 

Marxism is a method of 

Marxism is a method of socioeconomic analysis that views class relations and 

social conflict using a materialist interpretation of historical development and 

takes a dialectical view of social transformation. It originates from the works of 

19th-century German philosophers Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. 

Marxism uses a methodology, now known as historical materialism, to analyze 

and critique the development of class society and especially of capitalism as 

well as the role of class struggles in systemic economic, social, and political 

change. According to Marxist theory, in capitalist societies, class conflict arises 

due to contradictions between the material interests of the oppressed and 

exploited proletariat—a class of wage labourers employed to produce goods and 

services—and the bourgeoisie—the ruling class that owns the means of 

production and extracts its wealth through appropriation of the surplus product 

produced by the proletariat in the form of profit. 

This class struggle that is commonly expressed as the revolt of a society's 

productive forces against its relations of production, results in a period of short-

term crises as the bourgeoisie struggle to manage the intensifying alienation of 

labor experienced by the proletariat, albeit with varying degrees of class 

consciousness. In periods of deep crisis, the resistance of the oppressed can 

culminate in a proletarian revolution which, if victorious, leads to the 

establishment of socialism—a socioeconomic system based on social 

ownership of the means of production, distribution based on one's contribution 

and production organized directly for use. As the productive forces continued 

to advance, Marx hypothesized that socialism would ultimately be transformed 
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into a communist society: a classless, stateless, humane society based on 

common ownership and the underlying principle: From each according to his 

ability, to each according to his need (Brown,  2012). 

Marxism has developed into many different branches and schools of thought, 

with the result that there is now no single definitive Marxist theory. Different 

Marxian schools place a greater emphasis on certain aspects of classical 

Marxism while rejecting or modifying other aspects. Many schools of thought 

have sought to combine Marxian concepts and non-Marxian concepts, which 

has then led to contradictory conclusions. However, lately there is movement 

toward the recognition that historical materialism and dialectical materialism 

remains the fundamental aspect of all Marxist schools of thought. Marxism has 

had a profound impact on global academia and has influenced many fields such 

as archaeology, anthropology, media studies, science studies, political science, 

theater, history, sociology, art history and theory, cultural studies, education, 

economics, ethics, criminology, geography, literary criticism, aesthetics, film 

theory, critical psychology and philosophy. 

The economic determinists base their argument on Marx’s insistence on the 

paramount importance of the economic system in exerting the primary influence 

on the aspect of society. To the extent that economic factors determine all other 

sectors of the society such as religion, politics, value system and education, 

Marxism is interpreted in terms of economic determinism. Economic 

determinism assumed prominence in the period 1889-1914, at a time when 

market capitalism had its booms and busts, which led to prediction about its 

imminent collapse (Ritzer, 1996). Adherents to this interpretation spearheaded 

by Engels, Kautsky and Bernstein argued that the collapse of capitalism was 

inevitable because of the contradiction that interplay with its economic 

structures. The class struggle between workers and the capitalist is expected to 

lead inevitable to the overthrow of capitalism (Kautssky cited in Agger, 1978). 

The attempt to analyse the Marxist as a theoretical framework to examine the 

novel Amina, will be incomplete if the novel synopsis is not brought forward.  

 

SYNOPSIS 

The novel Amina published in 2009 by Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Press. 

Whose author is Mohammad Umar, the novel is divided into twenty-seven 
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chapters across three-hundred and seventy-one pages.The novel tells the story 

of Amina the beautiful fourth wife of an influential and affluent businessman 

and political. Alhaji Haruna, in the early twenties Amina was a college student 

before discontinuing her university education to marry for her family sake. As 

Alhaji Haruna wife, she luxuriates in an affluent lifestyle, marked by idleness. 

Nevertheless, she keeps in touch with her former classmates. Fatima and the 

rest who encourage her to became involved in social work, particularly in the 

upliftment of poor and destitute women. Amina is reluctant at first as she is not 

too confident about her own abilities and also fears he husband’s disapproval. 

Gradually, however, she gains in confidence to think about social injustice in 

far less theoretical terms, using her money background to invest in women’s 

empowerment. She joins the Bakaro women’s Association and ultimately 

challenges a bill in the parliament that seek to deny women their basic human 

right.  

She even goes to the extent of getting imprisoned while protesting the bill that, 

incidentally is proposed by her own husband. Furthermore Amina suffers a 

crashing personal and emotional loss her one-year child dies and her husband 

begin to physically abuse her. Emotionally and physically brutalized. Amina’s 

discernible contestation of social injustice is seen in her relentless pursuit of 

women empowerment as the novel rest on the emotional, psychological and 

social maturation of young woman in an environment shaped by economic 

inequality. 

 

AN ANALYSIS 

Marxist flourish in an capitalist economy where rich became richer and the poor 

became poorer. 

The novel depicts how white men were planted here and there in our society as 

business partners but indirectly they are here as an agent of their home countries 

deceiving and cheating us by helping some bad eggs of our people to save their 

looted money in their countries (western countries) or to buy shares and invest 

for them. 

We have seen an instance whereby Alhaji Haruna asked his wife (Amina) to 

meet Mr, Kingfisher hence forth Bature to start her business transaction. Again 

Amina friend (Fatima) during her debate with Bature, she pointes out that the 
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white men  were just after propagating capitalism in African countries. And he 

acknowledge her assertion where he said: 

        BA WANI ABIN DA KE IYA SHAFE AKIDAR 

        JARI HUJJA!.....in dai har muna son mu ci gaba 

         Dole ne mu tsaya a kan jari hujja!  P, 51 

 

NOTTING CAN ERADICATE THE IDEOLOGY  

OF CAPITALISM!,,, provided that we want to develop,  

we must embrace capitalism! 

However she (Fatima) points out how African countries were subjugated by 

imposing high rate of interest on loan given to them by an International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank. Unfortunately such high rate of interest 

is not imposing on their closest allies (western countries) that really provoked 

Fatima to utter the following words to Bature: 

          Wannan munafunci ne tsagwaro! Me ya sa ba a 

          Gindaya su dokokin ga kasashen Turai? Ko su  

          Maganin bai dace da su ba .  P, 52 

 

This was by and large hypocrisy! Why it is that such  

treaty is not applicable to Europe? Perhaps such agreement  

is not main for them, but for third world countries.   

Again by going through the work, we will have a good portrayal of whom the 

Bature is all about. Initially he came to Nigeria as mercenary and became pro-

Biafra. Supplying weapon to them, upon Biafra defeat and surrendered to 

Nigerian government, he fled and later came back as a special adviser to Federal 

Government on military matters. Later on, ventured into business enterprises, 

where he disguise himself as an international business partner and started 

deceiving and cheating people. 

We have seen an instance whereby upon the departure of Muhammed father, he 

tried to get back all the money that his father invested in western countries. But 

the Bature cautioned him that they cannot get all the money back, but only 25% 

of his shares will be given to them in ten years.  And the Bature added that even 

if his father is alive he can’t withdraw the money beyond 25%. The following 

are the words of Bature: 
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               Bisa ga yakini kudin kam nasa ne amma kuma 

               A zahiri ba wani mahaluki kai har ma shi ko da  

              Ya na da rai ba zai iya cire fiye da 25% na kudin 

               Ba nan da shekara goma.  P, 8 

 

Categorically the money belong to him, but in reality  

no one, even if he is alive, he can’t withdraw more than 25% 

of his money in the next ten years. 

 Furthermore we have seen an instance where Alhaji Haruna and his associates 

have passion to invest in western countries and they entrust Bature as truly 

business partner. Amina tried to draw the attention of her husband (Alhaji 

Haruna) to invest  in their home country. So that their economic status can be 

improve and she alerted him that those western or white men are after our 

underdevelopment, owing to the fact that our development is their 

underdevelopment. That is why they set counter measures to draw our economic 

backward. The following are Fatima words: 

             Ga shawara. Ka zuba jari da kudin nan. Ka kafa  

             Masana’antu….mutane za su yi aiki, sun sami 

             Abin dogaroa rayuwarsu. Shi Bature har kullum  

             zai yi abin da zai amfane shi ne a karshe.  P, 231 

 

My advises, lets invest here in our home country. 

            Establishes industries that will give room for  

employment, so that our people to be self reliant. 

But the white men will always do what will benefit them. 

However not only western people even some Asians people especially Indians 

found here and there in our locality exploiting our people indirectly. For 

example as we have seen how Kulu entrusted the hotel she built to one Indians 

called Kumar.  

Another instance where the concept of marxism is brought to bare is the obvious 

clear division of the society, that is the class of have and have not (bourgeoisie 

and proletariat). A very good instance is the wives of the legislators formed an 

association, so as to be helping each other within their circle, and the later 
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affiliated themselves with the international association called Circle 

International Club. The following words are their words: 

           Wannan kungiya ce ta musamman ta mata masu 

            Hannu da shuni.   P, 41 

 

 This special association is for wealthy women only. 

In nutshell, if we look at the roles of Alhaji Haruna and his associates. Kulu and 

her husband, were always subjugating the class of have not but Amina and her 

associate forms the Non Governmental Organization (NGO) and they are 

mainly to emancipate the vulnerable people from their tyrannical  situation to 

liberate the class of have not from any oppression.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The novel ‘Amina’ made good reflection of the way in which  vulnerable people 

were oppressed through systems of capitalism and private property. Amina 

presents a unique view of the issues prevalent in modern hybridized society 

from the marxism point of view. Ingeniously conceived and drafty written. 

Amina is a vision of emancipation of less privileged. 
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